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LOCALS RISING TO THE CHALLENGE

Weathering CHANGE
W
OF

By Jennifer Adkins, Executive Director, Partnership for the Delaware Estuary

Credit: Bill Dreisbach

hen we introduced a new program
called “Weathering Change” two years
ago, its focus was encouraging local
communities to start thinking about, and
planning for, the weather- and water-related changes
beginning to impact our region. Little did we know how
much change we would see in our region over the next
two years.

Since then, the focus of our Weathering Change work
has shifted quickly from raising awareness to providing
assistance. Superstorm Sandy was a jolt to our region,
not just for beach towns, but for every city and town
near the coast. The jolt was reinforced by the findings
Volunteers from
of the State of Delaware’s Sea Level Rise Advisory
Lord of Life Lutheran
Committee released last year. Convincing vulnerable
Church in Tabernacle,
New Jersey repair
coastal communities of the need to act was no longer
damaged homes
the biggest challenge; rather, finding ways to help them
on June 28 in the
act became the focus. Working with communities on
bayshore community
the shores of Delaware Bay in New Jersey has given us
of Gandys Beach,
new perspectives while raising challenging new quessome 60 miles from
home.
tions for us about adapting to climate change (see story
on page 10).
continued on page 2
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Local communities aren’t the only ones that need to plan
for change. Public and non-profit agencies that deal with
health, human services, and the environment along the
Mid-Atlantic coast are adapting to the post-Hurricane
Sandy environment. If the old proverb, “every cloud has a
silver lining” is true, the silver lining of this one may be the
new interest and opportunities for using green infrastructure like “living shorelines” to help make our coasts more
resilient (see story on page 6).
Envisioning a future that’s different from the past is a
challenge for us all. Conservation organizations like us
typically think about restoring to past conditions. But what
if past conditions are not realistic or compatible with future
conditions? We have to make the best possible decisions
today by combining the experience and knowledge we
have about the past with the best data and science we
have for understanding what’s likely in the future. That’s
the focus of our newest work on tidal wetland monitoring
and assessment, looking at “Marsh Futures” (see story on
page 8).
Yes, weathering change of all types is difficult.
Fortunately, people are actually pretty good at adapting
(think about reductions in smoking, or acceptance of cell
phone technology). And not all of the change is bad. We
have never faced greater challenges, nor had greater
opportunities, than we have today. The growing circle
of partners and people who believe in the future of our
region and are willing to invest in it gives us great hope
for the future of the Delaware Estuary — even our most
vulnerable places. ■

The University of Delaware uses this green roof to shield its
Colburn Laboratory from the sun, absorb rainfall, purify the air,
show students an example of green infrastructure and more.

Infrastructure includes the basic facilities, installations,
and services needed for a community or society to
function. Examples include bridges, electric lines,
roads, sewers; the list goes on. People sometimes refer
to these as “grey infrastructure” given their use of
asphalt, concrete and the like. Green infrastructure uses
plants, soils, and natural processes to help communities
function in a healthier way. Examples include green
roofs, rain gardens, riverside buffers, street trees and
all-natural shorelines, just to name a few.

MEETINGS CONTACT LIST
Meetings conducted by the Partnership for the Delaware Estuary’s implementation and advisory committees occur on a regular basis
and are open to the public. For meeting dates and times, please contact the individuals listed below:
Estuary Implementation Committee
Jennifer Adkins, Executive Director (Chair),
(800) 445-4935, ext. 102
jadkins@delawareestuary.org

Fish Consumption Advisory Team
Dr. Thomas Fikslin, Branch Head,
(609) 883-9500, ext. 253
thomas.fikslin@drbc.state.nj.us

Monitoring Advisory Committee
John Yagecic, Supervisor, Standards and
Assessment Section
(609) 883-9500, ext. 271
john.yagecic@drbc.state.nj.us

Science and Technical Advisory
Committee
Dr. Danielle Kreeger, Science Director,
(800) 445-4935, ext. 104
dkreeger@delawareestuary.org

Toxics Advisory Committee
Dr. Thomas Fikslin, Branch Head,
(609) 883-9500, ext. 253
thomas.fikslin@drbc.state.nj.us

Delaware Estuary Education Network
Lisa Wool, Program Director,
(800) 445-4935, ext. 105
lwool@delawareestuary.org

Water Quality Advisory
Committee
John Yagecic, Supervisor, Standards and
Assessment Section
(609) 883-9500, ext. 271
john.yagecic@drbc.state.nj.us
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UPDATES

Why I Support the PDE

Q: Why do you support the PDE?
It makes sense! We benefit from a healthy
estuary. We’re selling oysters. If we can’t
sell oysters from the bay, then we don’t
have a local product on our menu. People
like to eat local. But also if the product
you’re giving them is good, even better. By
buying Delaware Bay oysters, we’re part
of the economic force supporting the local
oyster industry.

Q: Why is a clean and healthy
Delaware Estuary important to
you?
We live in the estuary and our actions
impact the entire estuary. One of the
things we’re doing at the restaurant is recycling all our oyster and clam shells. The
recycled shell is being used to create oyster reefs in Delaware Bay. Baby oysters in
hatcheries collect on the clean shell, which
is then placed on the bottom of the bay.
Q: Where in the estuary did you
grow up?
Cherry Hill, New Jersey. It’s a suburban
town right outside of Philadelphia.
Q: What is your favorite
Delaware Estuary food?
I guess we’ll say oysters! Although, soft
shell crabs from New Jersey are really
plump, and their shells are much softer
than crabs from Virginia or the Carolinas.

Credit: Oyster House

S

am Mink is a third-generation,
Philadelphia restaurateur whose
business, the Oyster House,
is steps from City Hall. Fresh
seafood is always on the menu of the
Oyster House, including a local favorite,
Delaware Bay oysters. Mink has been a
devoted supporter of the PDE for several
years and, in early December, we asked
him a few questions, including why he supports our work.

Interview with Sam Mink, owner of the Oyster House, by Elizabeth Horsey,
Coordinator of Individual Giving, Partnership for the Delaware Estuary

Q: What is your favorite outdoor
activity?
Taking walks around the city, especially
along the Schuylkill Banks.

T

he Partnership for the Delaware Estuary (PDE) welcomed Debbie Heaton as its new director of
development after reorganizing its development team in October. Heaton will lead efforts to
grow the organization’s financial resources in accordance with a new five-year strategic plan.

Heaton previously held the same position at the Delaware Center for the Contemporary Arts.
Prior to that she served as the director of philanthropy at The Nature Conservancy’s Delaware chapter.
Other changes to the development team include new titles for Karen Forst and Elizabeth Horsey. Forst
is now the PDE’s director of institutional giving. Horsey is now the coordinator of individual giving.
Contact Heaton at (800) 445-4935, extension 120, or DHeaton@DelawareEstuary.org to discover
how you can support the PDE.

Stuff We Need

Credit: Elizabeth Horsey of the PDE

I

f you have the means, please consider donating the following new or
used items to the PDE. Please call Elizabeth Horsey at (800) 445-4935,
extension 114, to ask how you can make a tax-deductible contribution
today.
• Storage space in
• A portable projector
Priscilla Cole of
greater Wilmington,
screen
the Partnership
Delaware
• A small “jon,” or
for the Delaware
• A passenger vehicle
Estuary competes
flat-bottomed boat,
with free plants
and/or a heavy-duty
ideally with a trailer
for space in the
truck
• Light-weight folding
PDE’s decade• A paper tri-folding
old van at the
tables
machine
Wilmington Earth
• An energy-efficient
Day Celebration
• Computer flash
refrigerator
in April.
drives
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Credit: Shaun Bailey of the PDE

PDE Expands Fundraising Efforts

ESTUARY BASICS

FLOODING TIPS FROM A HURRICANE SANDY
Credit: Shaun Bailey of the PDE

Credit: Steven Zumwalt of FEMA

By Martha Maxwell-Doyle, Deputy Director, Barnegat Bay Partnership and Captain, Berkeley Emergency Response Team

A car rests against a flooded business after its
owner left it unattended near the Red Clay Creek
in Stanton, Delaware during Hurricane Irene in
August of 2011.

W

hen Hurricane Sandy
approached the MidAtlantic in November
2012, local, county and
state officials called for evacuations. They
asked residents and businesses in low-lying
areas to secure their property and retreat
to higher and safer grounds due to the
threat of severe flooding and tidal surge.
While many heeded those warnings, others
decided to stay, placing not only them but
also those in the emergency-services community in harm’s way.
Floods are one of the most common hazards in the United States, however not all
floods are alike. In coastal regions, floods
are generally associated with high tides
and lunar cycles, coupled with storm events
and storm surge. For inland communities,
flooding can develop slowly, while flash
floods can occur in a few minutes due to
torrential rain. Additionally, floods can vary
in scale, impacting a neighborhood or com-

Recently cleared sand lines Beach Drive in Reeds Beach, New
Jersey on January 8, 2013. Hurricane Sandy’s storm surge
moved this sand from Delaware Bay onto shore, rendering this
essential exit road largely impassable.

munity or an entire river valley, as we’ve
experienced with a greater frequency in the
Delaware River Basin over the last decade.
Even if you feel you live in a community
with a low risk of flooding, remember that
anywhere it rains, it can flood. Just because
you haven’t experienced a flood in the
past doesn’t mean you won’t in the future.
Flood risk isn’t just based on history; it’s
also based on a number of other factors,
including rainfall, topography, sea level
rise, increasing development, impervious
surfaces, flood-control measures, and the
management of runoff.
It’s important to understand what your
flood risks are. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency’s flood maps show
the flood risk for your community. These
maps help determine the type of flood-insurance coverage you will need since standard homeowners insurance doesn’t cover
flooding. Two more great resources include
the online NJ Flood Mapper and the Sea

Level Rise and Coastal Flooding Impacts
Viewer. Experts developed both tools to
help communities plan and build or rebuild
in a more resilient way.
So what should you do before the
next flood to prepare?
• Prepare an emergency kit with enough
food, water, and supplies — including
medicine — for at least 72 hours for each
person.
• Have a family discussion to determine
who will be your out-of-state point of
contact, and where you would meet
away from your home, both in the neighborhood and within your town. Pick the
same person, preferably out of the area,
for your family members to contact. Also,
unless you are in immediate danger,
send a text. Texts often have an easier
time getting through during emergencies.
• Keep a battery-powered radio, flash
light and extra batteries on hand.
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Flood Maps by State

Credit: Shaun Bailey of the PDE

FIRST RESPONDER

Delaware:
http://1.usa.gov/1coHuXW
New Jersey: 	http://www.nj.gov/dep/floodcontrol
http://www.slrviewer.rutgers.edu
Pennsylvania: http://bit.ly/1kccTn9
Nationwide:
http://1.usa.gov/1doK8Kz

A man risks his life by wading through the flooded White Clay Creek in Stanton,
Delaware, following Hurricane Irene’s record-breaking rainfall in August of
2011.

• Know where your community’s evacuation routes are, and research alternative
roads in case those routes are not passable.

seal walls in basements with waterproofing compounds.

• Know where your community’s shelters
are.
• Elevate the furnace, water heater and
electric panel in your home if you live in
an area that has a high flood risk.
• Place hazardous household materials on
high shelves to minimize their release into
flood waters. Take advantage of community household-hazardous waste disposal
programs.
• Secure above-ground storage tanks.
• Prevent backflow of sanitary sewer water
by installing backflow valves and standpipes at all basement drain locations,
including sinks and toilets.
• If feasible, construct barriers to stop
floodwater from entering buildings and

where the water is not moving. Use a
stick to check the firmness of the ground
in front of you.

If you must prepare to evacuate,
you should do the following:
• Evacuate as early as possible. Don’t wait
until it’s too late.

• Try and limit your exposure to water that
may be contaminated by sewage or
other harmful chemicals.

• Secure your home. Bring in or secure
outdoor furniture, toys and anything that
can float away. Move essential items to
an upper floor.

• Do not drive into flooded areas. If floodwaters rise around your car, abandon
the car and move to higher ground if
you can do so safely.

• Turn off utilities at the main switches or
valves, if instructed to do so. Disconnect
electrical appliances. Do not touch electrical equipment if you are wet or standing in water.

• Do not camp or park your vehicle along
streams, rivers or creeks, particularly
during threatening conditions.

When you have to leave your
home, remember these evacuation
tips:
• Do not walk through moving water. Six
inches of moving water can make you
fall. If you have to walk in water, walk

While storm events like Hurricanes Irene
and Sandy are devastating to human life
and property, more frequent sub-tropical
and nor’easter storms will continue to
dramatically impact our region. As these
events become more frequent, it is critical
to understand the impacts, reduce the risks,
and prepare our families and properties
before the next flood. ■
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MAKING WAVES

Restored Shorelines Protecting
Communities in Wake of Superstorm
By Josh Moody, Ph.D. Candidate, Drexel University

O

n October 29, 2012, Superstorm Sandy made
landfall near Brigantine, New Jersey, impacting
the entire Eastern Seaboard of the United States
and affecting 24 states in total. The devastation
raised questions concerning long-term strategies for coastal
communities and infrastructure, such as bridges, oil and gas
pipelines, and sewer and water mains. It has also led many
states to reevaluate emergency management plans for storms
of increasing magnitude and the protection of natural coastal
resources, such as salt marshes and beaches.
Coastal development and infrastructure are highly vulnerable
to large storms that are increasing in frequency. Generally,
infrastructure behind natural resources, such as beach dunes
and salt marshes, fared better during Sandy than their counterparts protected by hardened structures, such as bulkheads and
rip rap. Observations such as these have led to an increased
interest in using natural coastal resources such as wetlands,
sand dunes, and maritime forests for storm protection. Since
Sandy, however, many have realized that our shorelines are
not permanently positioned.
“Living shorelines” refers to a coastal management practice
that aims to strengthen or enhance shorelines. This is done by
using natural indigenous materials, such as plants, animals,
and sediments.

Credit: Frank McShane

According to Dr. David Bushek, director of Rutgers University’s
Haskin Shellfish Research Laboratory in Port Norris, New
Jersey, Sandy dramatically increased interest in living shorelines. This was true not only of the public, but also of state and
federal funding agencies.
“Before Sandy, the problem was generating interest, funding,
and permits to conduct research to understand how best to
design and construct living shorelines and figure out where
they work best,” said Bushek. “Emergency rules were passed
following Sandy that included more direction on how to permit
living shoreline projects.”

"As interest continues to grow in
living shorelines, the PDE aims

This potential shifting of coastal management strategies may
be a silver lining of Sandy. After Sandy, permitting agencies such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
and New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
began to streamline their permitting processes. The USACE
recently completed a study of the North Atlantic region and
has incorporated living shorelines into its future strategies for

to provide a leadership and
unifying role in the region."
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Evolution of a
Living Shoreline
Scientists installed and monitored this
living shoreline near Haase’s Marina in
Matt’s Landing, New Jersey. Watch a
related YouTube video online at http://
bit.ly/19NS5fk. To access a related brochure, please visit http://bit.ly/1iIWJ0s
or call (800) 445-4935, extension 106.

April 2010
coastal resilience. The recommendations provided by the USACE study
included the need to focus on nature-based infrastructure and to compare the pros and cons of natural versus hardened structures. See for
yourself at http://1.usa.gov/1aBDMav.
The inclusion of living shorelines into the post-Sandy dialogue with government agencies is the first step to larger-scale implementation. It will
also help develop standardized, comprehensive techniques for evaluating the value of living shorelines.
The Partnership for the Delaware Estuary (PDE) will
expand its living shoreline work at multiple sites in New
Jersey and Delaware this year. It will also begin planning
efforts for 2015. We have expanded our work for 2014 by partnering with other National Estuary Programs, including the Barnegat
Bay Partnership in New Jersey and the Center for the Inland Bays in
Delaware, to develop a regional strategic plan. This effort will help
us identify areas in urgent need of assistance and determine the optimal type of protection or enhancement. Also, the PDE will embark on
long-term monitoring to assess how different structural components of
living shorelines persist though time and affect adjacent areas. Martha
Maxwell-Doyle of the Barnegat Bay Partnership echoes the need for
this long-term monitoring.

May 2010

“While some of the practices used in other regions may be applicable
here, techniques will have to be adjusted and evolved for our particular
habitats and strategies,” she said. “Selection of locations and appropriate living shoreline techniques will be critical. Follow-up monitoring will
also be imperative to allow for the evolution of techniques and those
findings included in the management practices.”

The success we have had implementing living shoreline projects that
withstood the force of Hurricanes Irene and Sandy, as well as Tropical
Storm Lee, provides evidence that living shorelines are a part of the
long-term solution. As interest continues to grow in living shorelines, the
PDE aims to provide a leadership and unifying role in the region. We
will do this by using our experience and scientific methods to advance
natural solutions that curb the current retreat of our shorelines. ■
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June 2010
Credit: Dr. David Bushek of Rutgers University

In 2014, the PDE will merge green technologies with scientific knowledge, good judgment and foresight to work with regional and national
partners to continue research on living shorelines. We will design
site-specific goals, such as the stemming of erosion or the conversion
of hardened structures into habitat that provides ecosystem services.
We will implement and monitor the designs with the goal of driving the
national conversation and body of scientific knowledge forward.

June 2011

TIDINGS NEWS FROM AROUND THE REGION

MARSH

Moving from Tracking
By Danielle Kreeger, Ph.D., Science Director,
Partnership for the Delaware Estuary

S
Credit: LeeAnn Haaf of the PDE

uperstorm Sandy revealed what emergency managers
and many in the scientific community have long known: our
coastlines are increasingly vulnerable to big storms. The
reason is our changing climate and continued development
along low-lying, dynamic shores. Apart from more people living or
working directly in harm’s way, indirect consequences of coastal
development can also lead to lost or degraded natural habitats
that provide flood protection. Sandy provided an important
lesson: storm and flood damage appeared greatly
reduced in communities that were buffered by coastal
wetlands.

Angela Padeletti of the Partnership for
the Delaware Estuary poses next to a
tree that, as of August 27, was holding
together this bank of New Jersey’s
Crosswicks Creek. Unfortunately,
this tree lost its surrounding wetland,
allowing the creek to wash away soil,
undermining its roots.

In the immediate aftermath of Sandy, we were flooded with questions about how our wetland study sites and restoration projects
fared. When we eventually were able to check out our wetland
projects and monitoring stations, we were pleasantly surprised to
find that most seemed relatively unaffected. The nor’easter about
a month after Sandy was, in some ways, more damaging than Sandy itself, perhaps due
to wind direction or other factors. Meanwhile, adjacent hardened shorelines such as bulkheads and rip rap, designed to protect coastal development, were heavily damaged.
The picture that is emerging is that coastal
wetlands are indeed resilient to large storms,
but they are still declining in health and
acreage almost every day. What’s more, the
rate of decline is increasing. In 2006, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service reported that
the United States lost about 10,000 acres
per year of vegetated, intertidal wetlands
(salt marshes) during 1998 to 2004. But in a
subsequent report covering 2004 to 2009,
the agency noted that the rate of loss for
the same type of wetlands had more than
doubled to 22,300 acres per year. Last
November, the National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration also
reported similar findings for coastal wetlands, using different methods. Results of
these national studies are consistent with
our 2012 “State of the Estuary Report.” In
it, we reported declines of tidal marshes in
E S T U A RY N E W S T W I N T E R 2 0 1 4 T V O L U M E 2 4 T I S S U E 2
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Dr. Danielle Kreeger assesses a wetland beside
New Jersey on July 8 to see if its health has im

Credit: Dr. Danielle Kreeger of the PDE

FUTURES:

Losses to

Action

the Delaware Estuary of almost an acre per day — a total of over
3,200 acres lost from 1996 to 2006. This is bad news for all the
fish that live in these wetlands, and the communities they help buffer
from storms.
The causes of this continual — and possibly accelerating — decline
vary, depending on location, leading some to characterize it as
“death by a thousand slices.” Increasing rates of sea level rise,
mosquito ditching, diking, nutrient pollution, sediment (mud) supply
and dredging, combined with more frequent (small to moderate)
storms, probably all work together in some places. In more populated areas, coastal wetland acreage continues to be converted for
development despite state and federal protection.

e the Maurice River in Cumberland County,
mproved or declined.

Credit: LeeAnn Haaf of the PDE

But there is good news! Throughout the region and nation, this fresh
look at coastal defense could lead to on-the-ground action to help
stem wetland loss. Since 2007, the PDE has worked with Rutgers
University and others to build and test “living shorelines,” which can
help prevent wetlands from washing away (see article on page
6). The reuse of dredged mud on marshes is another new tactic
that can help them build elevation to keep pace with sea level rise.
Despite some important successes, too few
demonstration projects
have been undertaken
in the tri-state area,
however.
The unfortunate reality
is that the scale of
coastal wetland losses
is still huge, and the
funding to invest in
natural habitats is more
precious than ever.
Investments in natural
defenses will need to
be focused in high-priority areas. Therefore,
in addition to new restoration tactics, there is
also a need for tools

Low tide exposes a log road beneath an eroding salt marsh outside
Middle Township, New Jersey. In addition to erosion, the depth of
this road shows how sea level has risen about two feet in the last 150
years, give or take.

that can guide which tactics will yield the greatest “bang for the
buck” in wetland focal areas. The PDE is now working with partners
to develop these prioritization tools in a new effort to assess “Marsh
Futures.”
Our goal is to provide science-based guidance to coastal communities and environmental managers about the future of important
coastal wetlands. In cases where wetland losses are expected,
the goal will be to recommend when and how to intervene. Marsh
Futures will weave together data from numerous programs. These
include the:
• Mid-Atlantic Coastal Wetland Assessment
• Delaware Estuary Living Shoreline Initiative
• Regional Restoration Initiative
• Regional Sediment Management Plan
• Any new shoreline and elevation surveys
Marsh Futures will aim to condense these complex data into tools
that anyone can use, including maps.
Funding for the protection and restoration of coastal wetlands using
Marsh Futures products is expected to remain scarce, to say the
least. But as Hurricane Sandy demonstrated, investments in these
marshes are likely to be repaid in the form of sustained property
values, seafood harvests, water quality and, eventually, maybe
even lower insurance costs. Many in the science and management
community are now re-energized and optimistic that coastal wetlands will finally get the attention they deserve, despite the many
challenges. To quote the late Nelson Mandela, “It always seems
impossible until it’s done. ■
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POLICY

Teamwork of Bayshore Towns a
Testament to Their Resilience
By Sari Rothrock, Watershed Program Specialist,
Partnership for the Delaware Estuary

F

or many of our readers, Superstorm
Sandy feels like a bad dream that
hovers over their memories of fall
2012. Unfortunately, for others, the
impacts of Sandy are still a daily reality.
The PDE is working with three towns in
Cumberland County, New Jersey still dealing with the havoc wreaked by the storm.
Unhappily, these towns and residents have
not had access to the $1.46 billion in
federal Superstorm Sandy funds available
to others through the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development. The
level of damage across Cumberland
County did not meet the federal threshold
to qualify for funding, despite the fact that
towns along the bay faced destruction
comparable to that seen on the Atlantic
coast.
A quick tour of bayshore towns makes it
feel incomprehensible that they were overlooked. The landscape is something out
of a surrealist painting — charming fishing
villages and picturesque wetlands juxtaposed with the twisted remains of docks
and homes tipping into the bay. The fact
that Cumberland County has the lowest
per capita income of any county in the
state of New Jersey, and that municipalities
like Downe Township rely on bayshore
properties for much of their tax base,
makes the damage here even greater than
what you can see.
But the bayshore is so much more than
the damage it sustained. One (literal) sign
of hope for the future stands next to the
chapel in Fortescue. I caught up with a
trustee of the chapel, John Reed, on e-mail.
I knew the chapel had played an important role in the aftermath of Sandy, acting
as a hub for emergency repair and recovery efforts on the bayshore and providing

the community with the support it needed
to move beyond the shock and grief that
follows such disasters (see event on page
15). But—I wanted to know about the sign.
What had inspired its creation? John’s
answer was honest and insightful:

“On a daily basis we would
hear a chorus of ‘Isn’t it awful.’
From the vantage point of
our location, we would see
one carload after another of
‘looky-loos’ drive by and focus
on the destruction. News crews
would come in and focus on the
houses collapsing into the bay.
What we found to be sad, and
admittedly offensive, was the
inordinate attention directed
toward the destruction but
little attention to the progress
achieved by entities such as,
but certainly not limited to,
the Downe Township governing
committee and municipal workers, volunteers, paid personnel,
disaster-response organizations,
and of course local residents. As
a chapel, part of our fundamental mission is to change one’s
perspective, so it followed that
we saw and responded to the
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call to positively influence the
perspective of locals and visitors
(including looky-loos!). One’s
perspective affects one’s feelings
and one’s feelings, in turn, affect
one’s actions.”
Working with Cumberland County
bayshore communities in the wake of
Superstorm Sandy has certainly changed
the PDE’s perspective. These towns and
their residents are the keepers of a rich
and unique bayshore heritage. They provide some of the last remaining access to
Delaware Bay for commercial and recreational boaters and visitors. And they have
critical infrastructure for bay-dependent
industries like clam and oyster processing and ecotourism. They face daunting
challenges, and not just from sea level
rise, flooding, and storms. A combination
of economic, demographic, and environmental conditions have led to very little
investment in public infrastructure like roads,
utilities, and marinas.
But they are rich in natural, or "green"
infrastructure. Cumberland County stretches
along the bayshore for 40 miles. Of those
40 miles, roughly 36 miles are preserved
lands, managed for tidal wetlands and
old-growth forest preservation. The remaining four miles are comprised of historic
bayfront communities. The people who live
in these communities have always lived
alongside the bay’s natural resources. They
have been good stewards, respecting tidal
wetlands, living off the bounty of the bay’s
fish and shellfish, and flipping over the
horseshoe crabs that make an annual pilgrimage to their beaches. But even green

A road sign alerts
motorists to the possibility
of floods interrupting their
South Jersey commute.

A sign in Fortescue, New Jersey offers a
different perspective on Hurricane Sandy’s
lingering destruction.

Photos Credit: Sari Rothrock of the PDE

Heavy machinery like this excavator
in Fortescue, New Jersey dots the
Delaware Bayshore, showing that
it is slowly but surely recovering
from the damage of last year’s
Superstorm Sandy.

Locals discuss different ways to
adapt after Hurricane Sandy
during a September 25 gathering
of the Bayshore Sustainable
Infrastructure Planning Project at
the Bayshore Center at Bivalve in
New Jersey.

infrastructure needs investment when it’s
been battered by storms, flooding, and sea
level rise. Disappearing beaches, eroding wetlands, and dwindling access for
people to enjoy and appreciate the bay
is bad for conservation and bad for local
communities.
So, the PDE and others, like our friends
at the Bayshore Center at Bivalve, are
working with bayshore communities
to plan for the future. The Bayshore
Sustainable Infrastructure Planning Project
(BaySIPP) is a collaboration of conservation organizations and local communities
in Cumberland County that is working

to identify the best ways to use green
infrastructure to make the bayshore more
sustainable. There are three main elements
of the project. The first is learning about
the places and things people value the
most through a series of public meeting
and workshops. The second is working
with scientists to assess conditions in these
places and identify ways to create or
enhance natural features like wetlands and
beaches to better protect critical habitats
for fish, wildlife, and people. The third
step is prioritizing those opportunities and
compiling them in an action plan that both
towns and conservation organizations can

use to do projects, and seek the resources
needed for them.
As one of a variety of projects funded
by the New Jersey Recovery Fund, the
BaySIPP also provides an opportunity to
share the bayshore experience with others
across the state. There are some important
differences between the recovery needs
on the Atlantic coast and the bayshore, but
both require resources and innovation. The
BaySIPP won’t solve all of the problems
facing bayshore communities, but working
together is a step in the right direction. ■
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PARTNER SPOTLIGHT

Program Celebrates 10th
of Community Outreach
By Karen Forst, Director of Institutional Giving, Partnership for the Delaware Estuary,
and Laura Whalen, Habitat Consultant

A

Credit: Vanessa Fenton

t the Partnership for
of 31 acres of fields that were
the Delaware Estuary
once farmland but now serve as
(PDE), we believe that
wildlife habitat. The meadow concommitment is a twosists of native plants, such as purway street. The PDE is committed
ple coneflower, common yarrow,
to working with local groups to
switch grass, big bluestem and
improve the tidal Delaware River
more. These will absorb and filter
and Bay, otherwise known as
rain and snowmelt before they can
the Delaware Estuary. We are
flow into the Delaware River.
fortunate to have a strong network
Mannington teamed up
of companies and organizawith the PDE and New Jersey
tions that are equally committed
Audubon in August to participate
to partnering with us on these
in the Phillies’ Red Goes Green
efforts. Together we plan and
Recycling Program. This volunteer
complete projects that benefit the Three CESP members in three states finished or enhanced rain
effort educates fans about recygardens in 2013. A rain garden is a dug-out, shallow area
estuary through our Corporate
cling by using volunteers to collect
containing specially selected, native plants. These capture and
and Community Environmental
cleanse rainwater running off hard surfaces, like driveways,
bottles and cans at the stadium
Stewardship Program (CESP).
parking lots, and roofs.
throughout games. Programs such
These projects also give local
as this are important parts of
citizens and corporate employees the opportunity to volunteer with
protecting the estuary and keeping debris out of our wetlands and
project installations and learn more about clean water and healthy
rivers.
habitats for fish and wildlife.
In 2013, New Castle County worked with the PDE to complete
In 2013, nine partners made the commitment to participate in our
a rain garden at Wilmington Friends School, near the Christina River
CESP. Together we completed seven projects, and plans are under
in Delaware. The Delaware Clean Water Advisory Council funded
way for additional projects in early 2014.
this green project through a grant. In all, New Castle County has
installed three rain gardens through this funding, with the other rain
The City of Millville, New Jersey, joined the CESP with the
goal of reducing polluted runoff entering the Maurice River using a gardens located at Glasgow Park and Ashland Nature Center.
rain garden (see graphic). This year, the city worked on maintaining New Castle County employees excavated the rain garden, and volunteers came out to plant native shrubs and perennials. New Castle
the rain garden and creating an educational sign to explain the
County also enhanced its stormwater ponds in 2013 by adding
benefits of this clean-water project.
native wetland plants.
In May, Janssen Biotech completed a rain garden at the
Volunteers from Pepco Holdings, Inc. worked on the company’s
Schuylkill Center for Environmental Education. The rain garden will
stormwater pond in Mays Landing, New Jersey to maintain the
help capture and filter runoff from the center’s roof and parking
native-plant buffer they installed in previous years. Pepco Holdings
lot. This effort builds on a project that the PDE and the company
is also working with the PDE to plan a project that will stop pollution
started there in 2011 with the creation of a native sensory garden.
The native garden features several hundred native trees, shrubs, and from running off a parking lot along the riverfront in Wilmington. This
perennials. It encourages children of all ages to explore using each project will also help beautify the area and add habitat for birds
and insects.
of their five senses.
In 2013, Logan Generating Company continued to maintain
and expand its meadow planting project in Logan Township, New
Jersey. Located along the Delaware River, the project area consists

Wheelabrator Gloucester is located on 153 acres on the
shores of the Delaware River. As part of the Wildlife Habitat
Council’s Wildlife at Work program, Wheelabrator’s wildlife team
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Year
actively manages 30 acres of the site for
habitat enhancement and restoration. The
PDE also works with Wheelabrator to provide
technical guidance for its annual Symposium for
Environment and Education. This program teams
up Wheelabrator employees with local middle
school students to learn about environmental issues.
The students prepare and present an environmental project at this annual convention, where they
compete against other schools from across the
East Coast.
sts

In the words of Margaret Mead, “Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the
world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.” Committed
partners and eager volunteers make this program a success. Their thoughtfulness and commitment help us achieve
our goals of clean water and healthy habitats throughout the
Delaware Estuary region.
The PDE has numerous ways for companies and local community
groups to partner with us throughout the year, ranging from event
sponsorships to volunteer opportunities and beyond. For more
information about corporate partnership opportunities, please
contact Karen Forst at (302) 655-4990, extension 101, or at
KForst@DelawareEstuary.org. For community group opportunities, please contact Dee Ross at (302) 655-4990, extension 106, or at DRoss@DelawareEstuary.org. ■

Credit: The Schuylkill Center for Environmental Education

PREMIUM MEMBERS

Employees of Janssen Biotech plant a rain garden at The Schuylkill
Center for Environmental Education in Philadelphia on April 17 to
capture runoff from its roof and parking lot.

FOR THE BAYS
www.raingardensforthebays.org

BASIC MEMBERS

See how the Partnership for the Delaware Estuary and others
are cleaning up Delaware Bay one rain garden at a time at
DelawareEstuary.org/Rain_Gardens. This includes a new
brochure you can download and share. It's all part of the Rain
Gardens for the Bays program taking place across the whole
Mid-Atlantic region.
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ESTUARY EXCURSIONS

Little-known Town Home to National Treasures
By Shaun Bailey, Marketing and Communications Coordinator, Partnership for the Delaware Estuary

T

ourists the world over know Cape
May as much for its architecture
as they do its beaches. What they
don’t realize is unique architecture can also be found up and down the
Delaware Bayshore. This is especially true
in tiny Greenwich, just 60 miles up the
road and well worth the trip.
Greenwich Township is a village of less
than 800 people near the Cohansey
River and Delaware Bay. English colonists
settled there in 1684, just two years after

Behind the Gibbon House is the
Swedish Granary. This is one of the
oldest-surviving agricultural buildings
in the United States, making it an
icon of American farming. Settlers
built it circa1660 in nearby Hopewell
Township. That’s where it stayed for
over three centuries, until its owner
donated it to the Cumberland
County Historical Society. That’s
when they moved it outside their
headquarters at the Gibbon House
and Red Barn Museum, making for
an interesting trio.

Credit: Shaun Bailey of the PDE

Another interesting trio can also
be found just outside town. These
include a floating cabin and its
neighboring UFO outside the Bait
Box Restaurant (open Memorial Day
until Labor Day) at Hancock Harbor
Marina. Believe it or not, the floating
cabin may actually be rarer than the
model UFO. Very few still exist today.
The Gibbon House in Greenwich,
New Jersey is open every Wednesday
between April and December. This is also
the site of an annual artisans’ fair every
September.

Philadelphia. However, the village did
not sprawl; not like the “greene country
towne” William Penn established. Instead
it retained its original charm, which locals
imbued in their Colonial and Victorian
homes while building ships, farming, and
fishing for oysters, sturgeon and more.
Many houses have plaques bearing their
year of construction, and some even list
the name and occupation of its original
owner.
The place to start your tour is Ye Greate
Street. Here you can find many examples
of colonial American architecture. Perhaps
the most notable is the Gibbon House of
1730. This home and its unique brickwork
exemplify how English merchants imported
their distinctive tastes to the New World.

other cabins to form floating, seasonal
communities.
Hancock Harbor’s location on the
Cohansey River makes it a great place
to dock your boat between Memorial
Day and Labor Day. There is even a
bike route that will take you from here to
Greenwich over country roads, though
it lacks bike lanes, shoulders and, thankfully, many cars until you enter town.
You can find this in the brochure entitled
“Exploring the Cohansey Watershed,”
available at http://bit.ly/1cmiAZx.
Conversely, you can also rent a boat
for $100 per day, plus tax. Either
way, you are sure to enjoy attractive
views of the 4,400-acre Bayside Tract
established through PSEG’s Estuary
Enhancement Program.
Greenwich also has many other
heritage sites, like the Teaburner
Monument, John DuBois Maritime
Museum (open Sundays), Cumberland
County Prehistorical Museum (open
Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays)
and more. So take a day, venture to
the bay, and explore one of the many
towns with a rich history tied to the
Delaware Estuary: the historic village
of Greenwich. Your journey begins at
HistoricGreenwichNJ.org.■

Birds flock past Greenwich, New Jersey’s
Swedish Granary, which is one of the
oldest-surviving agricultural buildings in
America.

Local watermen used floating cabins
for hunting and fishing between the
mid-1800s and the early 1900s.
Many bunked onboard to stay near
migrating shad and sturgeon, as
well as marsh-dwelling muskrats.
These boats’ shallow-draft hulls
allowed users to tow or pole them
around. They also lashed them to

The first thing visitors see upon arriving at
Hancock Harbor Marina in Greenwich, New
Jersey is this rare floating cabin surrounded
by its modern counterparts.
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tions will include an art exhibit,
make-and-take craft, and live music.
Visitors can also enjoy samples of
the Garden State’s bounty, including
Jersey Fresh seafood, produce, and
baked goods washed down with
locally brewed beer and wine. Please
call (856) 785-2060 for information.

Watershed Congress
March 15, from 7:30 a.m.
to 3:15 p.m.

‘Milling Around’
Hard-hat Tour

Pottstown, PA

Sundays, from 2 to 3:15 p.m.
Philadelphia, PA

Venture underground to explore
both the Old and New Mill Houses
located at the Fairmount Water
Works. Visitors will walk eye-level with
the Schuylkill River on the same paths
as a royal family and Olympic swimmers during a behind-the-scenes look
at Philadelphia’s first tourist destination. Registration is required, so please
visit http://bit.ly/1cFVqNp or call
(215) 685-0723.

Join the Delaware Riverkeeper
Network for a lively discussion during
its annual Watershed Congress.
This will take place at Montgomery
County Community College, right
in the heart of the Schuylkill River
Valley. Together, participants will
share their experiences, much like the
Continental Congress did 240 years
ago in downriver Philadelphia. Visit
DelawareRiverkeeper.org for details,
or call (215) 369-1188, extension
109.

Bayfront Exhibition
March 28, from 6 to 8 p.m.

Credit: Bill Dreisbach

Fortescue, NJ

Second Friday
by the Bay
March 14, from 5:30
to 8:30 p.m.
Port Norris, NJ

Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day and all
things green during this free monthly
gathering hosted by the Bayshore
Center at Bivalve. Waterfront attrac-

Visit “Celebrating Creation in the
Face of Destruction,” a new art exhibit
depicting the recovery of locals after
Superstorm Sandy. This is housed at
the Bayfront Gallery, a new exhibition space located at the Fortescue
Chapel on the corner of Downe and
New Jersey avenues (see article on
page 10). This free event serves two
purposes. It provides a space for
regional artists to display their work
and it allows locals to gather for fellowship every fourth Friday, from 6 to
8 p.m. ■

Calling All
Volunteers!

D

o you enjoy meeting new people or
working with children on crafts and
games? Do you want to get outdoors
and explore communities throughout
the Delaware Estuary? Well, the PDE
has just the opportunity for you! We are
looking for volunteers of all ages to work
with us for a couple hours on weekends
at community events across the region.
We are also looking for a volunteer to
help us recruit and train volunteers. To
learn more, please contact Lisa Wool at
LWool@DelawareEstuary.org or (302)
655-4990, extension 105.
If you are more of an office volunteer, the
PDE’s development department is looking
for assistance with online research
and a variety of mailings. This involves
matching letters with envelopes, stuffing
and sealing envelopes, and so on. To
learn more contact Debbie Heaton at
DHeaton@DelawareEstuary.org or (302)
655-4990, extension 120.
Credit: Tom Davidock of the PDE

ESTUARY EVENTS

Save the Date:
Petty’s Island Cleanup
March 22
Pennsauken, NJ

Red Clay Valley Cleanup

March 29
Chester & New Castle counties

Schuylkill Scrub

April 1 to May 31
Southeast PA

Christina River Watershed
Cleanup
April 12
New Castle County, DE

Wilmington Earth Day
Celebration
April 22
Wilmington, DE

Brandywine Creek Clean-up
April 26
Chester, Delaware & New
Castle counties
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Partnership for the Delaware Estuary: a National Estuary Program
The Partnership for the Delaware Estuary, Inc. (PDE), is a private, nonprofit organization established in 1996. The PDE, a National Estuary Program, leads science-based and collaborative efforts to improve the tidal
Delaware River and Bay, which spans Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. To find out how you can become one of our partners, call the PDE at (800) 445-4935 or visit our website at www.DelawareEstuary.org.
Partnership for the Delaware Estuary, Inc.
Jennifer Adkins, Executive Director
Tel: (800) 445-4935 / Fax: (302) 655-4991
E-mail: jadkins@delawareestuary.org

Environmental Protection Agency

Irene Purdy, EPA Region II
Tel: (212) 637-3794 / Fax (212) 637-3889
E-mail: purdy.irene@epa.gov

Delaware

John Kennel
Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control
Tel: (302) 739-9255 ext.109 / Fax: (302) 739-7864
E-mail: john.kennel@state.de.us

New Jersey

Megan Mackey, EPA Region III
Tel: (215) 814-5534 / Fax: (215) 814-2301
E-mail: mackey.megan@epa.gov

Jay Springer
Department of Environmental Protection
Tel: (609) 341-3122 / Fax: (609) 984-6505
E-mail: jay.springer@dep.state.nj.us

Pennsylvania

Delaware River Basin Commission

Andrew Zemba
Department of Environmental Protection
Tel: (717) 772-5633 / Fax: (717) 783-4690
E-mail: azemba@state.pa.us

Bob Tudor
Tel: (609) 883-9500 ext. 208 / Fax (609) 883-9522
E-mail: robert.tudor@drbc.state.nj.us

Philadelphia Water Department

Stephanie Chiorean
Tel: (215) 685-4943 / Fax: (215) 685-6207
E-mail: stephanie.chiorean@phila.gov

Editor

Shaun Bailey, Marketing and Communications
Coordinator, Partnership for the Delaware Estuary
Estuary News encourages reprinting of its articles in other publications. Estuary News is produced four times annually by the Partnership
for the Delaware Estuary, Inc. (PDE), under an assistance agreement
(CE-993985-12-0) with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). The purpose of this newsletter is to provide an open, informative dialogue on issues related to the Partnership for the Delaware
Estuary. The viewpoints expressed here do not necessarily represent
the views of the PDE or EPA, nor does mention of names, commercial
products or causes constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
For information about the PDE, call 1-800-445-4935.
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